Celebrity Cipher

CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos
Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

"R ... SJV ST DCS YZ IFBA ZECCH
YZ HTZZRWE C ... OCKCJ ZXH TO
ZECCH; RS'Z BJYNV RIHTJSYOS."
— ZRODCJ WJRSSYOV ATLYJG

Previous Solution: “If we don’t empower ourselves with knowledge, then we’re gonna be led down a garden path.” — Fran Drescher
TODAY’S CLUE: $ sjenbe 6
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CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos
Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

"OROUEYGWHD EXZ PX WH YGO HNLO
XT YGO OHRWUXHLOHY HXY XHSE
KNROK EXZU GONSYG, WY KNROK EXZU
KXZS."
— NSWVM KWSROUKYXHO

Previous Solution: “Sometimes it’s better to be content with what you have rather than follow a dream which nearly kills you.” — Zlatan Ibrahimovic
TODAY’S CLUE: $ sjenbe 1
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CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos
Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

"IMC FMO'LM NM EOLM KOILTEON
SMOLVAXWKLEON UKEWCVJ, RV SKCPV
EU IMC FEF, IMC HMCWFO'LM AKBV EL."
— PEAMO SMHVWW

Previous Solution: “I borrowed my friend’s car the other day ... in the first day ... I got three tickets and I rear-ended it.” — Emily Mortimer
TODAY’S CLUE: $ sjenbe 3
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CELEBRITY CIPHER
by Luis Campos
Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

"IDLSZGZLG I ZS'I HG SSGE SD HG
BDUSGUS YZSR YRTS JDN RTWG
ETSURGE SRTU XDMMDY T PEGLT YRZB
UGTEMJ VZMMI JDN."
— KMTSTU
ZHETRZLDWZB

Previous Solution: “I ... try to get as much sleep as possible. ... Never skip on sleep; it's crazy important.” — Singer Brittany Howard
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